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To all whom it way concern. 
Be it known that I, STEPHEN BENNETT, of 

Buffalo, in the county of Erie and State of 
New York, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Hydrocarbon-Burn 
ers; and I do hereby declare that the follow 
ing description of my said invention, taken 
in connection with the accompanying sheet 
of drawings, forms a full, clear, and exact 
Specification, which will enable others skilled 
in the art to which it appertains to make and 
use the same. 
My present invention has general reference 

to hydrocarbon-burners; and it consists, es 
Sentially, in the novel and peculiar combina 
tion of parts and details of construction, as 
hereinafter first fully set forth and described, 
and then pointed out in the claims. 

In the drawings already referred to, which 
Serve to illustrate my said invention more 
fully, Figure 1 is a front elevation of my im 
proved hydrocarbon-burner, part of a stove 
Or other suitable furnace and the steam-ex 
pansion chamber being shown in section. 
Fig. 2 is a plan of the same, one of the gen 
erators being shown in a horizontal section to 
exhibit the interior construction. Fig. 3 is a 
plan of the burner below the generators, the 
cover of the steam-expansion chamber being 
removed. Fig. 4 is a plan of the steam-ex 
pansion chamber, and Fig. 5 is a plan of the 
regulating-valve. Fig. 6 is a transverse sec 
tional elevation in line acac of Fig. 2. 

Like parts are designated by corresponding 
letters of reference in all the figures. 
The object of my present invention is the 

production of an efficient hydrocarbon-burner 
for heating purposes. 
A B are two cylindrical vessels, preferably 

constructed of Wrought-iron pipe, having caps 
C. to close the ends of said pipe. These ves 
Sels are generators, A being the oil and B the 
Steam generator. 
C is a reservoir constructed to receive the 

liquids, it having a partition a to separate the 
oil-chamber C from the water-chamber D, 
and it has two glass gages D'D' to show the 
height of the contents of said reservoir. Two 
Separate vessels may be used, however, if 
found desirable. From the reservoir C' leads 
a pipe E, having an adjustable stop-cock F 

and a pipe e, to the generator A, while from 
the receptacle D leads a similar pipe G, hav 
ing a stop-cock F and pipeg, to the steam 
generator B. The generators are placed in 
bearings h’, Fig. 3, in a frame having stand 
ards II secured together by a tie-rod h, as 
clearly shown in Fig. 3. 
From the generator A leads a pipe I down 

ward, said pipe terminating in a T i, having 
branch pipes L. L., provided with upwardly 
pointing discharge-orifices l, through which 
the vapor generated in the vessel A issues in 
a fine stream. From the generator B leads a 
pipe J downward similar to the pipe of the 
generator A, said pipe having a T , two 
branches WV, elbowsii, and two nozzles lic k, 
said pipe and fittings conveying the steam 
produced in the chamber B down into a steam 
expansion chamber M, consisting of a rect 
angular pan having a cover N, provided with 
a removable lid N', there being in the cover 
an aperture n' for the passage of the pipe I 
and openings in n, Serving as escape-openings 
for the gases. 
Within the generator B is located a pipe P, 

having upwardly-pointing orifices S, said pipe 
being surrounded by a tube R., of asbestus 
fiber covered with wire-cloth O, as shown in 
Fig. 2. 
The regulating-valve consists of a properly 

constructed stop-cock having on its spindle f' 
a lever b, secured with a set-screw c or other 
similar means. To the valve is attached a 
stop d, adjustably secured to the coupling f 
by means of a set-screw d", all as clearly shown 
in Fig. 5. 

In operation the lid N' of the cover N is re 
moved from the steam-expansion chamber 
and an ignited fuel- cartridge (not shown 
placed into the said chamber against the pipe 
I. The heat thereby imparted to the gener 
ator A will soon suffice to evaporate the oil 
admitted to said generator, the vapor passing 
downward through the pipes I and L Landis 
suing from the orifices n n in the cover of the 
steam-expansion chamber M. As Soon as this 
takes place, the fuel-cartridge is removed and 
the lid N of the cover N replaced, when the heat 
of the burning vapor will begin to heat the 
steam-generator B, so that Water admitted to 
the generator will be converted into steam 
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and pass through the pipes J. V V and noz 
zles k k into the steam-expansion chamber M. 
Here the steam expands and is reduced to the 
pressure of the atmosphere and the tempera 
ture of boiling Water. The issuing vapors 
from the orifices l cause an upward current 
in the expansion-chamber M, and will take up 
as much of the steam as is required to pro 
duce perfect combustion and burn with an in 
tensely-hot flame. Heretofore burners have 
been constructed in which the steam and 
Vapor commingle in a chamber prior to theires 
caping from the escape-openings, or the gases 
have been mixed in the orifices, the steam and 
Vapor eScaping with a speed due to the preSS 
ure in the generators. This construction is 
imperfect, for the reason that the steam will 
in most cases extinguish the burning vapor, 
and thereby cause serious troubles. This ob 
jection is entirely overcome in my burner, 
where the gases mix only at the point of es 
Cape from the expansion-chamber, and where 
the steam is never hotter or higher in press 
lure than the pressure of the atmosphere and 
the temperature due to this pressure. The 
Steam-generator Soon becomes red-hot, and 
the Water passing into the same through the 
Orifices S is absorbed by the asbestus tubing 
R, where it evaporates and passes into thean 
nular space T to be superheated by the heat 
of the metallic wall of the generator, after 
Which the gases pass through the pipe J, &c., 
as heretofore described. 

In hydrocarbon-burners employing a steam 
generator not provided with an absorbent ma 
terial there arises a serious difficulty, viz: The 
Water entering the generator is held in glob 
ular form until at once it is evaporated and 
explodes. This sudden conversion causes 
pulsations of the flame and results almost in 
variably in the blowing out of the flame, and, 
if unnoticed, results in more or less serious 
accidents. This is entirely avoided in my 
burner, the Water not reaching the hot metal 
lic shell of the generator in liquid form, but 
is absorbed by the fibrous asbestus sheet of 
which the tube R is composed and evaporated 
before it can reach the said metallic shell. 
The regulating-valve is so adjusted that 

when the leverb reaches the stop d the proper 
supply of water and oil passes through the 
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pipes, such stop, however, not preventing the 
valves from being entirely closed when de 
sired. This stop arrangement is a desirable 
feature in valves used for the purpose de 
scribed. Changes can be readily made by 
unscrewing the set-screw c on the leverb and 
by turning the latter upon the valve-spindle 
f' until proper adjustment is reached. 
Having thus fully described my invention, I 

claim as new and desire to secure to me by 
Letters Patent of the United States 

1. In hydrocarbon-burners, the combina 
tion, with the standard H., of the two cylin 
drical generators A B, having caps and pipes 
to support them in bearings in said stand 
ards, the steam and vapor pipes leading to 
and from said generators, and the steam-ex 
pansion chamber, the latter having the re 
movable cover and lid provided with aper 
tures for the escaping gases, in the manner as 
and for the purpose stated. 

2. The combination, with the standard H, 
having the tie-rod h, of the generators AA, 
having caps and pipes to support them 
between said standards, the pipe J, T , 
pipes VV, elbowsi, and nozzles lic, terminating 
within the steam-expansion chamber M, the 
latter being provided with a removable cover 
having detachable lid and escape-openings n, 
the pipe I, T , and pipes L., having upwardly 
projecting discharge-apertures ll, the whole 
being combined and constructed in the man 
ner as and for the object stated. 

3. In hydrocarbon-burners, the steam-ex 
pansion chamber M, having two apertures in 
its side for the passage of the nozzles k I, the 
removable cover N, provided with an excision 
for the passage of the pipe I and further ex 
cisions in, and the detachable lid N' in said 
cover, said lid having excisions corresponding 
with those in the cover, the whole being com 
bined With Suitable generators, in the manner 
as and for the purpose set forth. 

In testimony that I claim the foregoing as 
my invention I have hereto set my hand in the 
presence of two subscribing witnesses. 

STEPHEN BENNETT. 

Attest: 
MICHAEL J. STARK, 
WM. O. STARK. 
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